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Gregs IT and Logistics Optimization











Freelance

I get my hands dirty with operational IT and also work in the sphere between IT and business as a business consultant. My primary skill is to understand the business and convert that knowledge to simple optimized IT solutions and implement them. I have successfully implemented many solutions within the sphere of web applications, phone applications (mobile apps), PHP frameworks, PHP content management systems, Wordpress, Wordpress CLI, Cloudflare API, Binance API, Webservers (Litespeed, Nginx, Apache), Linux/Bash scripts, Python scripts, PHP scripts, R-project scripts, and Excel/VBA models. Learn more on the page with services. Feel free to check out my CV too!

Primary Web Projects

Technical management of SEO sites including DNS and Linux server management and optimization at seo-butler.dk.

Optimization projects and data conversion with R-project scripting and Bash scripting in Linux environments at Ebogholderen.dk and others.

Vegan youtube channel Plant Sugar, where you can see what I am currently up too.

My mothers veterinarian business in Silkeborg, Denmark: BalleDyreklinik.dk. Check out Google Pagespeed results.

 



HelePlanter.dk (ripe tasty whole plants - High Carb Low Fat Vegan). From reading scietific studies and books since 2007, I believe that whole plants are the healthiest way to energize and heal your broken body. If you have any chronic illness, discomfort or just want peek performance - I highly recommend to look into this topic of a plant based life style and way of life.

Ideahunters.dk (currently offline) - Currently offline: access demo account: user: "demo", password: "demo". crowdsourced marketing for small and large companies. You have a problem, we give you ideas - problem solved! IdeaHunters.dk is also a creative platform for creative people to display their innovative and highly evolved minds. :-D

Developing stock and crypto trading principles and robots - low risk with medium yield but steady income.

Joing forces with my brothers at NowaTech  - check out the porfolio.

Spare Time

Development of Lek & Greg Vegan Camp (growing your own food, permaculture, soil development, mulch, sun, rain, irrigation, and composting). I also enjoy cycling, hiking, stretching, hand stands, minimalism and exploring nature (Google Pagespeed).

 



 

Short Intro

My name is Grzegorz Nowak (Greg) and I live in Li, Lamphun, Thailand. I am specialized in IT architecture and solving small and large IT challenges. I also excel in economic/logistical methods, models and solving business challenges with online and offline software applications. I  have been working with online projects since 1997 with W3C valid XHTML, CSS and PHP web sites and online services - portfolio page (GrN.dk has been registered and active since 2004 - check out GrN.dk Google Pagespeed). I love to work in the sphere between business and IT. The needs of the business can often be solved with standard solutions, and therefore reduce the cost of complex systems and configurations.

P.S. Find useful information at logistikforum.grn.dk, nowa.dk, and the Chaya organic farm in Thailand InLi Kasat Farm - all these sites are run by Drupal CMS which is one of my favorite web development platforms.
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GrN.dk web platforms, web optimization, data analysis, data handling - CSV files, spreadsheets Excel, and logistics.





























































